REDS.
CABERNET SAVIGNON
Dry red - special limited edition Bordeaux like Cab Sauv that comes
from a small parcel of old, gnarly 25-year old Michigan Vines. Displays depth, elegance, and balance
- RS 0%
MONTAGE
{Gold Medal - featured wine at 2007 National Governor’s convention} Surprising
blend of Cab Sauv and Chancellor Noir with great legs and tan nits. Notes of black cherry in the nose
and palate - RS 0%
JAZZ {Gold Medal} The sweet wine you have been looking for. A blend of our best red wine and
raspberries. Smooth and sweet - RS 7%
LA MIA FAMILIA
{Bronze Medal} Reminiscent of a good Italian Lambrusco. Off dry and
pleasing to all palates. Great for any tomato dish - RS 1.5%
NINJA RED

{Silver Medal} Fun, fruity, semi-sweet chill able wine. Pairs well with fun! RS 4%

SANGRIA

Citrus flavored wine for that classic Spanish treat. Chill and add fruit - RS 5%

WHITES.
GEWURZTRAMINER

A unique dry white. Floral with hints of lilacs and hers - RS 0.5%

PINOT GRIGIO
Dry white - coming in at 23.4 brix, this perfectly ripe wine is packed with
tangerines, oranges, and an inviting finish - RS 0%
RIESLING
Dry white - warm days, cool nights, and extended growing season nurture
this Riesling into a full bodied, fruity example of unparalleled acid balance - RS 0%
RIVIERA ROSE’
It’s back - our vinifera base Rose’ inspired by our many trips to the South of
France. Crispy, fruity, aromatic; the perfect way to enjoy a summer day! Serve well chilled - RS 1%
VIDAL BLANC
Dry white - thick skinned and bright with citrus vim and herbaceous vigor. A
great refreshing white whine that pairs well with selfish - RS 0%
WOOD DUCK WHITE A serious dry Riesling with just the right acid balance to compliment white
fish and mild cheese - RS 0%

FRUIT.
MICHIGAN CHERRY

{Silver Medal} Made from 100% Ballaton Tart Cherries, this wonderful wine

has a hint of spices and just the right amount of sweetness - RS 0%

